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Syllabus v2.1 Sohin Hwang

2018 Fall 
VES 251. Artistic Research Workshop 

Instructor: Sohin Hwang (sohin@g.harvard.edu) 
Office hour: by appointment 

TF: Emilio Vavarella (vavarella@g.harvard.edu) 
Office hour: by appointment 

Location: CCVA 5th floor studio 
Enrollment cap: 10 

Prerequisite: Experience in media production helpful but not required.  

Overview 
How can we conduct and present research through art? In this studio-based seminar, students develop 
practices of artistic investigation and critical visual thinking with a focus on strategies from performance, 
video, and installation. Pursuing individual projects, students will be encouraged to use bare senses for 
making observations and understand different ways of using objects, space, recordings, and other materials 
to formulate questions and convey findings. Two presentations will be expected to exhibit the work 
process. The final product will be an installation or a performance piece and its complementary 
documentation. This can be a part of an ongoing project, but it needs to work as a stand alone research 
project as well. 

Screenings, guest presentations, field trips, and readings supplement the development of the projects. The 
course also introduces students to the historic, cultural, and environmental forces that affect both the 
development of an artistic research and its reception. Readings and visual materials include works by 
Kader Attia, James Benning, Norman Bryson, Critical Art Ensemble, Florian Dombois, J.P. Gorin, Hans 
Haacke, Joan Jonas, Gyorgy Kepes, Lucrecia Martel, Nam June Paik, The Yes Man, Sissel Tolaas, Urbonas 
Studio, Agnes Varda, and Krzysztof Wodiczko. 

Assessment 
Attendance, class participation 25% — attendance includes mandatory progress meetings with the   
 instructor (an inbuilt individual meeting) and the TF (required once, by appointment).    
 Additional meetings available and encouraged but does not count towards the attendance. 
1 page / 1 minute Proposal 5% 
Midterm presentation 30% 
Final presentation 30% 
Documentation 10%  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Schedule 

Part I 
Week 1, Sep 6: Introduction: Artistic research? 
 (1) Introduction 
 (2) Enrollment Interviews 

Week 2 , Sep 13 : Art that questions? 
 — DUE: 1 page/1 minute proposal 
 — Reading assignment:  
  Jodi Dean with Gediminas Urbonas, “Reflexivity and Resistance in Communicative   
   Capitalism” in Public Space? Lost and Found. 
  Florian Dombois, “Luginsland (on Art as Research)" in AR - Artistic Research. 
  Grant Kester, “The Contest of the Faculties: Doctoral Art Education in a Research   
   University” 
 (1) Brief presentation of project proposal 
 (2) Discuss: the readings 

Week 3, Sep 20: Art that senses? 
 — Directions in Documentary Sound talk (Harvard Art Museum) and the screenings (HFA) on   
  Sep 17 Monday recommended and to be discussed in the class 
 — Readings assignment:  
  Cesare Pietroiusti, “Art Education: Towards a New Conception of Time” 
  Peter Galison, “Visual STS” in Visualization in the Age of Computerization. 
 (1) Discuss: the talk, screenings, readings. 
 (2) Watch and discuss: Susan Hiller’s The Last Silent Movie (2007-2008) and Lost and Found   
  (2016), Haha’s Playlist (1996) 
 (3) Exercise: Slowness 

Week 4, Sep 27: Art that reveals? Proposes? Persuades? 
 — Assignment:  
  Watch The Gleaners and I by Agnes Varda (available online at Hollis)  
 (1) Exercise: Darkness and silence 
 (2) Watch and discuss: Joan Jonas’s Vertical Roll (1972), Gary Hill’s Blindspot (2003) 
 (3) Read out loud together and discuss: F. T. Marinetti’s The Manifesto of Tactilism (1921) 
 (4) Lygia Clark, Ayşe Erkmen, Critical Art Ensemble 

Part II 
Week 5, Oct 4: Presentations and critics 1 
 — Each presenter has one hour for presentation and critic. Please make sure to deliver research   
  questions through your artistic presentation 
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 — At the end of two presentations each week, there will be mandatory 20 mins individual   
  meetings to discuss the progress. Students who do not have the meeting can leave after   
  the two presentations.  
 — In addition to the mandatory progress meeting, there will be office hours available by    
  appointment. 
 (1) Presentation 1 
 (2) presentation 2 
 (3) Individual meeting 1 
 (4) Individual meeting 2 

Week 6, Oct 11: Presentations and critics 2 : w/ guest critic Paolo Cirio (https://www.paolocirio.net) 
 (1) Presentation 3 
 (2) presentation 4 
 (3) Individual meeting 3 
 (4) Individual meeting 4 

Week 7, Oct 18: Presentations and critics 3 
 (1) Presentation 5 
 (2) presentation 6 
 (3) Individual meeting 5 
 (4) Individual meeting 6 

Week 8, Oct 25: Presentations and critics 4 
 (1) Presentation 7 
 (2) presentation 8 
 (3) Individual meeting 7 
 (4) Individual meeting 8 

Week 9, Nov 1: Presentations and critics 5 
 — Assignment: Project Technical Description 
 (1) Presentation 9 
 (2) presentation 10 
 (3) Individual meeting 9 
 (4) Individual meeting 10 

Part III 
Week 10, Nov 8: Building experience 
 (1) Watch and discuss: Sohin Hwang, Record: 2012.09.28. 
 (2) Watch and discuss: Emilio Varvarella, Memoryscapes 
 (3) Watch and discuss: 2 works by Allora & Calzadilla. 
 (4) Discuss: the midterm, the final 
 (5) Workshop: technical description 
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Week 11, Nov 15: Performing things 
 — Assignment:  
  Read: Suhr, Christian and Rane Willerslev. ‘Can Film Show the Invisible? The Work of   
   Montage in Ethnographic Filmmaking.’ Current Anthropology Vol. 53, No. 3   
   ( June 2012), pp. 282-301. 
  Watch: Goddard, Patrick. ‘Looking for the Ocean Estate.’ OAR: The Oxford Artistic and   
   Practice Based Research Platform Issue 1 (2017), http://www.oarplatform.com/  
   looking-for-the-ocean-estate/. 
  Watch: Soga, Eiko. ‘Autumn Salmon.’ OAR: The Oxford Artistic and Practice Based Research 
   Platform Issue 2 (2017), http://www.oarplatform.com/autumn-salmon/. 
  Browse: the OAR platform. 
 (1) Watch and discuss: Alexandra Pirici’s Leaking Territories. 
 (2) Guest speaker: Dr. Naomi Vogt (CUNY Graduate Center), “Thick Representations.” 

Thanksgiving Week, Nov 22: NO CLASS 
 — Happy Thanksgiving!  
 — Preparation for the final presentation 

Week 12, Nov 29: FINAL PRESENTATION 
 — Class time 3:00pm-8:00pm 
 — Prepare 15 mins presentation for 10 min critique 
 (1) Final presentations by all students 

Open Studio Week, Dec 3-7 
 — We will have an opportunity to have an open studio at CCVA 5th floor during this period. 
 — DUE: Documentation of the project including the technical description (by Dec 5 Wed) 
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My research focus is on the material history of computer-generated graphics and how the 
interface informs the construction of cultural techniques. I am intrigued by the importance of the 
technical specificity of post-photographic image production in the contemporary visual 
culture—a topic that is often misunderstood. My approach to digital imaging is multifaceted, on a 
historical level and also conceptually, and the intention of my research is to demystify technical 
processes and philosophical perspectives on media operations. 
  
I root this abstract media operation of computation, inscription, clicking, and rendering in 
materialist and haptic terms. One focus of my work is to engage more explicitly with the new 
German media theory term “cultural techniques,” formulated after Friedrich Kittler. This school of 
thought helps conceive computation without computers through a view of computation as a 
processual media operation spanning different media. Along with conducting theoretical 
research, I will put theory into practice with further development of ongoing studio work. 
 
 

Crispy Hard, Crispy Fat is an extrapolation of my theoretical interest in materiality into the art 
studio practice. This project started a few years ago, before I moved to Cambridge, when I was 
exploring the remediation of surfaces, translating them from analog to digital using imaging tools 
such as photography, scanners, and 3D modeling software. Later, surfaces—now digital—were 
transformed into analog by carving a multilayered large acrylic painting with a Computer 
Numerical Control machine. 
  
On a studio visit with artist Stephen Prina, we looked at large canvases carved out by a CNC 
machine, which unveiled the painting’s history. The CNC, through acrylic paint, made 
inscriptions, showing the hand labor and marks over time. Simultaneously, the CNC bit was 
leaving its stamp and translating the G-code (the language used by the computer to translate 
the parameters into the surface). Along the large canvases, debris and fragments of paint 
scattered on the floor, reminiscent of the workplace where the painting was carved, registering 
the marks of the painting’s history. While looking at a fragment, Stephen asked me, “Is that a 
painting?” At this moment, I noticed how the small pieces were paintings on their own, and 
needed to be treated with the same methodology as before: translated into a digital model and 
reproduced into another medium. I started collecting the debris from the studio and 
photographed and archived each piece, creating a database of fragments. 
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Arriving back at my studio in Spain, I looked for the same type of debris to continue building up 
the archive. Typically, being part of the same operation, each fragment has similar 
characteristics; however, sometimes exceptions occur. 
  
Back in Cambridge, I met James Weaver, a biologist and technologist expert on scientific 
objects from the Wyss Institute. Among other things, he has made his own 3D printers and 
microscopes used for bioengineering studies. He 3D-scanned a small fragment from my studio 
in Spain using a high-precision machine. The results were a stunning .STL digital model that 
was the base for my project Crispy Hard, Crispy Fat. 
  
The 3D model was manipulated in 3D software, changing its materiality digitally, and it was 
rendered in other environments. Using a EPSON Stylus Pro 9900, it was printed on different 
media, such as Glossy Paper and Polyester fabric, and the prints were displayed, playing with 
the architecture of the Carpenter Center. The installation served as a dialog with the institution, 
questioning the materiality of the art object. 
  
Behind the large prints, a collection of photographs showed the placement of different fragments 
on the institutional setup, precisely at MASS MOCA and DIA Beacon, as part of ephemeral 
exhibitions. 
  
Part of the research for Crispy Hard, Crispy Fat was supported by other art objects, such a 
one-channel video played on a monitor on top of a copy of Flusseriana: An Intellectual Toolbox 
(2015), by Siegfried Zielinkski, Peter Weibel and Daniel Irrgang. This video showed the process 
of the CNC machine carving out the canvas and generating the fragments. The installation 
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included a table with a collections of fragments, along with a replica of the fragment from the 
studio in Spain that was 3D-printed on a larger scale using equipment from the Graduate School 
of Design, a photobook with images from a personal archive from Cybernetics and Art practices 
in dialog, and a book with poetry generated with the platform Amazon Mechanical Turk in 
response to photos of the fragments. 
  
Surface and labor are two key elements in this research. Labor comes in the discussion of 
automation and human labor: the hand and the interface. In an attempt to manifest these two 
fundamental elements, there is a small silicon rubber painting that is a cast of the work table’s 
surface used during this semester. 
 
Crispy Hard, Crispy Fat, is an exhibition of a theoretical research on technical specificity of 
post-photographic image production expanding into the art studio practice, more precisely in the 
“painting culture”. It questions operations about artistic research practice, the art object and 
institutions, in dialog with science and technology.  
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Title 
The Materiality of Material (Touching Sounding) 
 
 
Question (one sentence, around 50 words): what drives you? what do you want to 
discover? It can be wider than the actual project but should explain your trajectory 
as an artist-researcher in relation to the project. 
 
[Preview: 
When I grew up, I often heard sounds around me in the house that I tried to identify. 
With the time, I had gotten quite good at it, and for those and other reasons, the 
arrival of my mother was, even though TV or radio were running, no real secret—at 
least most of the time; I simply heard her car, the way the motor revved up for the 
last corrections, the door to the house, finally her steps in the hallway, then the key 
looking for the keyhole—and the first »hello«, which gave me an impression on how 
she felt; few moments, and I was oriented, prepared, ›in place‹. — There were some 
sounds, though, that I couldn’t identify. One of them sounded like something falling 
onto the tiles of our neighbors’ kitchen floor, something that had to be quite round 
and hard itself, like a marble, which didn’t make any sense though regarding that 
they were an elderly couple and I knew their flat quite well… It always remained a 
mystery, up until she died and he turned into a lonely old man—and I moved out.] 
 
How do we relate to materials, how do ›they‹ react to us, especially in their sonic 
and tactile, i.e., surface properties? Whatever it is, it frames, supports, surrounds, 
and influences us every day and demands constant attention and deciphering, while 
at the same time rejecting simple meaningfulness. 
 
 
 
Project Description (max 300 words): what is your project? how does it manifest 
itself? what is it about? how does it look/feel like? After reading this description a 
person should be able to get a clear sense of what your work is like. 
 
The project sounds, resounds of and from the surfaces of selected materials. From 
within two cubes made from the materials the project investigates—wood (pine) and 
metal (steel)—we hear the sound of objects brusquely touching others—yet more a 
drone of dark vibration than the usual, familiar short attack and quick decay of a hit. 
At the same time, we also hear those common sounds, less obtrusively emanating 
from the speakers on the same table that hosts the rattling cubes: clicking, popping 
sounds that repeat after some time. The table also offers a chance for experimental 
engagement and repetition: The materials, now appearing on the CRT screen in the 
background (where also the steel cube can be seen in the process of welding), can 
be used to create sounds, Cage-like, in concurrence or re-enactment of the video, 
the audio—and to echo the pictures that are hanging on the wall over the table: four 
close-ups from the very probes that are lying in front of us; while we touch them, 
can we feel what we see in the magnification, do we feel the cuts in the aluminum 
plate, the split-offs in the pieces of slate, the hair-like fibers of the wood? This is an 
invitation to dive into the small and personal experiences with objects or materials. 
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Technical Description (max 500 words): what technology do you use or intend to 
use? what do you need to make it happen? wood? metal? plaster? software? how 
do you plan to make it? Based on this it should be clear how the work functions 
and/or is built and/or is managed. 
 
I mainly used three materials, wood (pine, a bit of beech, and a third wood I still do 
not know the origin of), metal (steel and a bit of aluminum), and stone (different kind 
and forms of slate)—small probes of which I used to produce sounds and photos. I 
made two films: one of me welding and one of me creating the sounds in a halfway 
experimental setting. For filming, I used a Sony PXW-Z150. For the pictures, I used 
a Canon 7D. For audio recording, I used a Zoom H4nPro and the Rode NTG-3-B, a 
shotgun microphone. I further used some LED lights that were mounted on a small 
stand each. So I used the latter instruments to experiment on the named probes of 
materials and filmed all the processes. In the installation, a CRT screen showed the 
whole filmed process, or rather excerpts of it, including the welding of the one cube, 
all that playing from a media player. I then used all the recorded sounds in a sound 
installation: I played some of the sounds on two active stereo speakers, here using 
a computer for playback, as well as some modified sounds through both the steel 
and the wooden cube (through a two channel mono signal), using a transducer in 
each cube. I then also took some of the vibrations in the metal cube with a contact 
microphone and used this quasi-live recording of the cubes reacting on the table to 
the sounds made together with a bit of the background noise (vents and acoustics) 
of the original experiments to embed and disturb the clarity of the recordings a bit. I 
further used granular synthesis and some reverbs, compressors, and other effects 
on the sounds I had recorded to make the cubes vibrate. All the sound editing was 
done on Ableton Live. 
 
 
 
Space Requirements (max 500 words): where is it or where will it be? Will you 
need a wall? and how much space? if you are building something, how big is the 
object and where would you like to put it?  
 
The project needs an approximately 3*6 feet table against a wall and a few outlets. 
The scattered objects take up half of the table, the other half is used for screen and 
speakers as well as the cubes, which are connected to devices that are standing on 
a separate table, cart, or something similar. The photos take up a similar space on 
the wall above the table. 
 
 
 
Images (with captions) 
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Installation view 1 
 

 
 
Installation view 2 
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Installation view 3 
 

 
 
 
Boxes 
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Video installation 
 

 
 
 
 
Pictures (full images, excerpts on display) 
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Buse Aktas  
 
Title:  
Dear _________ , will you come with me or shall I come with you?  
 
------ 
 
Question 
In what points along the journey of a material’s evolution can we see the 
vulnerability and fragility of the human condition? Can I - as a researcher developing 
new structures using existing materials - make and tell stories of these precarious 
moments, by affect-ively investigating the past, present and future of these 
materials?  
 
Project Description 
My project starts with the urge and desire to develop a complex connection with the 
materials I work with which has technical/intellectual/emotional facets all at once. I 
try to genuinely follow this urge by actions and gestures through correspondences 
with: the materials themselves, the institutions and people who supply these 
materials, people who study these materials, and people who work with these 
materials. These correspondences inevitably connect to not only the tactile and 
material properties of the materials but also social, economical, and political 
systems which surround and affect them. This project -hopefully- feels tense, 
intimate, industrial, particular, generalizable, visceral, cold, subjective and objective, 
all at the same time, in a way that is deliberate. The correspondences and their 
documentation involves textual, visual and tactile elements.  
It manifests itself mainly through tactility and textuality, since the correspondences 
are mostly with ‘words’, whereas the reality of these materials are with ‘matter’ 
itself. The visual/physical manifestation hopefully taps into this tension by showing 
that there are layers of interactions and transactions, which lay in stark contrast to 
the ‘plain’ and ‘fundamental’ nature of the steel shim itself.  
 
Technical Description 
For the majority of the project I will be using ordinary communication technologies 
like e-mail, telephone, mail and in-person meetings. I will also be using imaging 
equipment such as gel elastomer based scanners, electron microscopes and 
ultrasound. I will be focusing on metal and paper as my two media and will “work” 
with those, both as my medium and as the subject matter. There will be two levels 
of material: some will be ‘primary sources’, things which are already ‘there’. These 
include: the materials themselves, things which already come with the materials 
when purchased: manuals, material sheets, packaging, and my letters to the 
materials. The letters mostly involve around me trying to understand my own 
position within these material’s history, while also letting the material know what I’m 
doing externally. The ‘secondary sources’, which are the the things external to the 
direct relationship between me and the material, include my correspondences with 
manufacturers and distributors. These will be arranged so that the direct 
correspondences between me and the material mirror each other, while the external 
correspondences me and all the other parties will mirror each other.  
 
These correspondences and connections will be shown via the main material being 
researched: the steel. The textual and visual information will be transferred to the 
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steel using paper, using a less-than-perfect technique. It’s important that the texture 
of the steel and the paper is apparent, and that the materials themselves also 
dictate the transfer process. Rolls of steel will be used for this piece, since shim 
stock is industrially manufactured in rolls. A roll also lends itself to the idea of a 
continued story, a scroll, which is accurate for the case of this project. The 
investigation will keep going after the exhibition. It won’t be ‘linear’, since I will be 
facing many roadblocks due to corporate policies and will have to find detours, but 
it will be a continuous story. It will also be almost never-ending, since one can keep 
researching more back in time, or more smaller in scale. The roll/spiral form alludes 
to the fact that ‘getting to know’ a material is a long and unwinding yet almost 
infinite process. The way this project is exhibited, as an unraveling roll, is like a 
cross-section in the timeline of the story.  
 
Space Requirements 
I just need a wall, ideally white, about 6-8 feet wide. There are two rolls, each 3 feet 
wide, and about 7 feet of each roll is unraveled. They’re hung on the wall with towel 
bars.   
 
Image 
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Course Evaluation Sohin Hwang

* Awarded the Certificate of Distinction and Excellent in Teaching for Fall 2018 semester 

* Numeric Course Evaluation: 4.8/5.0 

*  

 



Course Evaluation Sohin Hwang

• Numeric Instructor Evaluation: 4.9/5.0 

•  

• Written Evaluation by Question [next page]



VES 251 FAS Course Evaluations, Comments
Fall 2018

Page 2 of 10
[ 2020-01-06T15:04:50.779-05:00 ]

What were the strengths of this course? Please be
specific and use concrete examples where possible.

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

I thought the feedback was very useful and the structure of the course was excellent. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

I really liked that the course had a mix of theoretical texts to read and a number of art pieces to view: for me it was a great way
to facilitate the discussion. I also think that the instructor and the TF were a great team: the way they facilitated and managed
discussion in class gave space for multiple ideas, yet kept a critical perspective lens. Finally, I think it was also thanks to the
instructor and the TF that the atmosphere in class was friendly, enabling and encouraging discussion, relaxing and not competitive. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

The course is very open in its scope and offers insight into different approaches of what artistic research can be. Its main strength
lies in offering time for display and discussion of individual work and shared critique of the achievements. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

-Helped me develop new ways of thinking about art making/research practices -A great diversity of academic backgrounds and
perspectives from peers 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

It was very clear that there was a GREAT NEED for such a course, which made all students very engaged, and created a great
community for the entire semester. The course was open but still well structured. It was very exciting to be able to have such an
interdisciplinary group of students, but all interested in using artistic methodologies to tackle issues in their disciplines. 
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Fall 2018

Page 3 of 10
[ 2020-01-06T15:04:50.779-05:00 ]

How could this course be improved? Please use concrete
examples where possible and provide constructive suggestions.

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

I really enjoyed this course - the only suggestion that I have is that perhaps there is a bit more artist overviews throughout rather
than just at the beginning and end. Perhaps getting students to present briefly on artists that have influenced their approach to
their project. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

More examples could be used to exhibit and discuss the notions of artistic research, to ensure that the variety of options does not
yield adverse effects for each realization. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

-A clearer definition of expectations/assignments 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

It's great! This class should be offered every year! 
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Page 4 of 10
[ 2020-01-06T15:04:50.779-05:00 ]

Feedback you received on work you produced in this course — Add Comments?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)
Feedback you received on work you produced in this course:  5 (excellent)

I thought the feedback was fantastic. Also the course fostered an environment where other students gave feedback - not just the
prof and TA 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)
Feedback you received on work you produced in this course:  5 (excellent)

I really liked that while the feedback was always supportive and encouraging, the instructor and the TF were always critical in a
way of asking questions and encouraging to consider multiple approaches 
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Page 5 of 10
[ 2020-01-06T15:04:50.779-05:00 ]

In your opinion, what preparation or
background is necessary to take this course?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

It is useful to have some background in making / artistic practice - but this is not required as there is a lot of help if you need it. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

none 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

An open mindset 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

I think having an exposure to different forms of research (scientific, ethnographic, artistic, etc.) will let you make the most of this
course. Other than that, having concrete issues/desires you want to explore artistically would make the course incredibly helpful
for you. 
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Page 6 of 10
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What would you like to tell future students about this class?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

This is a great class to workshop your ideas, gain experience with materials and develop a community. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

Diverse perspectives brought great (sometimes contentious) conversations about art and the world to class. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

Take it! Great way to explore different artistic methods to be used in your own discipline/research, and bounce ideas across
disciplines. 
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Page 7 of 10
[ 2020-01-06T15:04:50.779-05:00 ]

What did you learn? How did this course change you?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

It was nice to get back into making again - I learnt new techniques as well as added to my critique experience. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

I became more confident in the way I talk about my project and in the way I incorporate multiple media in my research. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

I have many more ideas now on different ways of making art and artistic research. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

Artistic research is a really interesting field of study that stretches your mind in the best of ways. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

I see myself transitioning artistically, and this course really helped me reflect on that and get a better idea of where I am now
and what are the possibilities. 
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Page 8 of 10
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Please comment on this person's teaching.

Hwang, Sohin

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)
Evaluate your Instructor overall.:  5 (excellent)

I really liked Sohin's teaching strategy which combined lectures with facilitated discussions and critique. I thought that the direction
provided by her and the TA Emilio was very useful. She and Emilio created a great community and supportive environment in
class. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)
Evaluate your Instructor overall.:  5 (excellent)

very creative, knowledgeable, approachable, and clear. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)
Evaluate your Instructor overall.:  5 (excellent)

Really accessible and generates enthusiasm around the topic of artistic research 



VES 251 FAS Course Evaluations, Comments
Fall 2018

Page 10 of 10
[ 2020-01-06T15:04:50.779-05:00 ]

Comment on aspects of the course as they relate to professional
development, including preparation for future teaching.

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

teaches to approach research matter from various perspectives while incorporating research methods. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

Since I'm trying to find ways to use artistic methods within my own research area, this was perfect for me! I really wish there
were more courses like this, because one semester isn't really enough to develop thought processes, explore different media and
artistic methods, etc. 
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VES 161 Algorithmic Performance 
Spring 2019 

 
Thursday 12:00-16:15 

Carpenter Center 5th floor studio 
 

Sohin Hwang, sohin@g.harvard.edu 
Office hours by appointment 

 
Teaching Fellow: Emilio Vavarella, vavarella@g.harvard.edu 

Office hours by appointment 
 

Enrollment cap: 12 
 

Prerequisite: Experience in studio or programming helpful but not required. Interested students 
must attend first meeting of class during shopping week to speak with teaching staff about course 

enrollment procedure. 
 
 
Overview 
What does it mean to live, think, feel and work in an age of performative algorithms? This course 
explores a wide range of performative practices by using the notion of 'algorithmic construction' 
as a privileged investigative method. Through the programming of figures in both time and space 
and the computing of body and environment, students are encouraged to develop experimental 
practices based on various forms of algorithmic thinking, feeling and doing. Strategies from 
historical and contemporary examples will be introduced, with a special focus on the use of lists, 
instructions, and diagrams. Screenings, workshops, guest presentations, field trips, and readings 
will supplement the development of the projects.  
� 
Each class will be divided into two parts—the first part will be dedicated to examples and 
presentations, and the second one to hands-on studio practice and workshops. This class is not 
meant to be an introduction to coding, theatre, dance, and/or computer science. Both 
undergraduate and graduate students are welcome. 
 
 
Assessment 
Explain your favorite performance 5% 
Midterm performance 20% 
Final performance 35% 
Score and description 10% 
Attendance and class participation 30% 
 
More than one unexcused absence and late assignments will affect your grade.  
 
 
 
  



Schedule 
 
Readings and exercises are subject to change. All readings will be uploaded on Canvas. 
 

 Assignment In-class 

W1. Jan 31  Introduction 
- Visit Sackler Building performance space 
- Exercise: 4’33” 
- Interview 
 

W2. Feb 7 - Read and Allan Kaprow’s 
“Happenings in the New York Scene” 
and Paul Ford’s “What is Codes?”(p1-
25) 

Performance and Computing 
- Discuss: the readings 
- Exercise: slowness 
- Physical computing session (@Learning Lab) 
 

W3. Feb 14 - Bring your favorite performance (of 
yours or others) and explain it in three 
minutes 
- Bring your favorite algorithm to the 
Learning Lab session 

Performance and Algorithm 
- 3-minute explanation session 
- Exercise: darkness 
- Algorithm presentation session (@Learning Lab) 
 

W4. Feb 21 * Visit “William Forsythe: 
Choreographic Objects” exhibition at 
ICA any time by this week 
- Read Manifestos compiled by ubuweb 
and Fluxus Performance Workbook. 
- Bring an object 

Lists and Instructions 
- Discuss: the exhibition and the readings 
- Exercise: Read Borges and make lists  
- Working with space, object, body 

W5. Feb 28  - Read Critical Art Ensemble’s “The 
Technology of Uselessness” 
- Bring an object 
 

Flowcharts 
- Discussion: the readings 
- Examples: (SRL, Boston Dynamics, Kelly Dobson, 
EDT, nuclear arsenals) 
- Exercise: organize lists, where does your work 
happen? 
- Working with camera, projection, mic, speaker, 
mirrors 1 
- sign the equipment form 
 

W6. Mar 7 - Read Ed Finn’s “How Algorithms are 
Transforming Artistic Creativity” 
- Bring the object 
 

Algorithms 
- Discussion: the readings 
- Examples: Allora & Calzadilla, Mika Rottenberg, 
Guy Debord, Serkan Ozkaya 
- Working with camera, projection, mic, speaker, 
mirrors 2 
 

Mar 9 Sat  
Field trip to the exhibition “Programmed: Rules, Codes, and Choreographies in Art, 1965–2018” 

at Whitney Museum, NYC 



 

W7. Mar 14 - Read Mark Nunes’ “Error, Noise and 
Potential: The Outside of Purpose” and 
Vito Acconci, “Steps into Performance 
and Out” 
- Bring your work 

Errors and Breakdown 
- Discuss: readings 
- Examples: error and noise related works, Simone 
Forti, Yvonne Rainer, Vito Acconci, Alexandra Pirici 
- Exercise: score 
- Working with installation 
 

Mar 21  
Spring break 

 

W8. Mar 28  
MIDTERM PERFORMANCE 

(Sackler multi-purpose room, 485 Broadway) 
Each presenter will prepare a 5-minute performance followed by a 15-minute critique and 

discussion. 
 

W9. Apr 4 - Read Joanna Drucker’s “Interface and 
Interpretation”  
- Read Jacque Ranciere’s Emancipated 
Spectator 
 

Performance and Audience 
- Examples and discussion 
- Working with audience 
- Flowchart as score 
 

W10. Apr 
11 

- Read Orit Halpern’s “Archiving”  
- Find a site  

System and Environment 
- Examples and discussion 
- Working with site and situation 
- Technical description workshop 
 

W11. Apr 
18 

- Bring materials for Final Performance TBD based on student projects 
 
 
 

W12. Apr 
25 

- Prepare Final Performance Guest lecture: Cornelia Lauf  
Guest artist: Sabrina Chou  
 
 

Open House 
Day  
 
Mar 2 

 
FINAL PERFORMANCE 

(Around Carpenter Center building) 
Each will prepare a 10-minute performance followed by a 10-minute critique and discussion. 

Score (i.e. flowchart) and description of your performance is due by Mar 9. 
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Audio and Video Workshop 

Studio Time
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Physical Algorithms Workshop @ the Learning Lab 

Field Trip to “Programmed” exhibition at the Whitney Museum, NYC 
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Orbiting Cube 
A piece by Francisco Trujillo 
May 9th, 2019 
VES161 Harvard University 
Prof Sohin Hwang, TF Emilio Vavarella 

Motivation 
In the next few decades the majority of the current human jobs will be automated. It is a 
popular belief, even among experts in automation, that jobs involving creativity or insight 
cannot be automated. Most jobs that have been automated so far involve repetitive physical 
or computational tasks. Creativity and insight are usually considered uniquely human. 
But what is creativity? What does it take to have creativity? Can one be creative on-call, as 
in, can creativity be willingly triggered? Moreover, what is it (if anything) that prevents it from 
being automated? This project is an open exploration of these questions. 

Project Description 
Orbiting Cube is a performative experience of an artificially constructed creative process.  
A participant (the performer) is instructed to perform a creative task: given some input and a 
set of rules he/she must compose an output and communicate it verbally. Observers/ 
listeners are unaware of both the input and the prompt, but can hear the performer’s output. 
All participants, including the performer, enter the experience without prior knowledge of 
what it involves. The performer wears a Virtual Reality Headset (VRH) in which he/she 
visualizes cubes with images of (seemingly unrelated, yet recognizable) objects orbiting 
around him/her (the input). He/She is instructed to compose sentences involving such 
objects and announce them out loud (output), while the an audience observes and listens. 
The performer does not see the observers, and they in turn are unaware of what the 
performer sees, thus creating an isolating disconnection between them. This disconnection 
is strengthened by a translucent illuminated wall that physically circumscribes the performer, 
which also creates an aura of mystery. The performer’s voice as well as their motion, in 
addition to the calm and colorful lighting act as a target of the observer’s attention. At the 
same time, an ethereal background musical piece and the content of the sentences the 
performer is composing give the piece conceptual depth and nuance, as well as connecting 
performer and audience. The music chosen also conveys feelings of calmness and lack of 

direction, which may help the performer relax and forget they’re performing. 

The performer is the main attraction and is explicitly instructed to carry out a creative task. 
However, the minds of the observers are as active as the performer’s. Despite not being 
instructed, a side effect of the atmosphere is that they too will perform a creative task of no 
lesser effort: trying to imagine what the performer is experiencing.  
This piece thus comprises an exploration of two different triggers for creativity: an explicit 
instruction (in the mind of the performer) and an open-ended mystery (in the mind of the 
audience).  
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Technical requirements 
The performer either sits on rotating chair in the middle of the space, as he/she must be able 
to freely rotate his/her view 360 °.  

The performer is surrounded by a 8ft side-length translucent cube, which is illuminated by 

RGB LED strips. The translucence is achieved with white tulle fabric attached to a wooden 

structure (see images). 

The observers may walk or stand freely anywhere around the piece, but they’re asked to 

remain quiet. 

Adrift by Cooper Sams is the selected musical composition to play during the performance. 

One performance is expected to last about 5 min, and performers may only perform once, 

although they may perform after being a member of the audience. 
The experience should occur in a large, dark, quiet room with a high quality sound system 
that allows both the background music and the performer’s voice to be heard simultaneously 
and clearly. 
The experience also requires a VR headset with the Orbit Cube application installed. 

Images 
This are some images of the interactive installation in the Carpenter Center Open Studios on 
Friday May 3rd 2019. 
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Hanna Mularczyk 
Woo Me 
Strawberry Jell-O, remote-controlled vibrator, microphone, kazoo, CCVA 2nd floor. 
 
Question. How has technology, specifically remote-controlled sex toys, impacted the 
experience, intention, and spectacle of sex, and what does this say more broadly about 
consent? 
 
Technical Description. Prior to the performance, a bowl of Jell-O is made with strawberry Jell-O 
mix and a few extra packets of gelatin, for structure. A Lush 2 Lovense vibrator is to be 
submerged in the Jell-O, and a good technique for this is making half of the Jell-O, letting it set, 
placing the vibrator on top of that layer (keeping the power button near the edge of the bowl), 
filling in the rest of the bowl with mix, and, again, letting it set. 
 
For the performance, the Jell-O is set up on a plate with a sign that reads “PLEASE TOUCH,” 
across from a table with a microphone that is hooked up to the Lovense Remote phone app, on 
the microphone setting, on low sensitivity. A kazoo is left next to the mic. Viewers are allowed 
to come and interact with the performance however they please. 
 

 
 

Space Requirements. Enough space is needed for (1) a small table for the Jell-0 and (2) a small 
table for the microphone. Originally, the performance occurred in the Carpenter Center for the 
Visual Arts during open studios. While it was a good place to get a large number of viewers, the 
background sounds and echoes were picked up by the mic, and thus the mic was not very 
responsive to actual yelling or kazooing, which interfered with the performance. To fix this, the 
mic could have been placed in a separate, sound proof room, or the performance could be 
reframed as a more traditional performance, where there is a silent audience watching a 
volunteer or two interact with the exhibit.  
 
Project Description. Woo Me is an absurdist interpretation and critique of cybersex. Cybersex 
refers generally to a remote, online sexual encounter between two people. More recently, 
these encounters have been aided by remote-controlled sex toys that can be worn by one user 
and controlled by the other. While this is certainly used privately by long-distance couples, it 
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has notably also been used in the online sex webcam industry. Cam sites allow cam girls to 
wear one of these vibrators and have it set to go off every time someone, watching via 
webcam, donates a certain amount of money. The use of remote-controlled sex toys in any 
setting, but particularly by cam sites, blurs the lines of consent and intimacy. Firstly, the user 
(often female) has a sexual experience that is entirely in the hands of someone far away, often 
a stranger. Secondly, the physical divide between the operator of the device and the user of the 
device gives a sense of removal, where the operator can do whatever they want, for the sake of 
pure visual spectacle, without having to confront the user and their needs in person. 
 
In this performance, the Jell-O is the user, and the participant with the mic is the operator. A 
microphone is used as the mode of input into the vibrator, by the operator, because (1) it adds 
to the spectacle and performativity of the endeavor, (2) the sound, particularly the crude and 
ringing sound of a kazoo, invokes violence, and (3) it sets up a flawed dialogue between the 
audio (kazoo) and the tactile (vibrations), which exposes the flawed and mismatched dialogue 
of cybersex. The Jell-O acts as a pseudo-body representing the user. The 1950’s domesticity of 
the image of Jell-O invokes certain gender roles, while the Jell-O itself is unexpectedly playful 
and inviting in contrast to the stark discussion of sex and consent. Lastly, the Jell-O acts as the 
perfect medium for other viewers to literally feel the vibrations and thus possibly empathize 
with the user, while also exploiting the spectacle of the performance, just as the operator is. 
The microphone is purposely separated from the Jell-O so that the operator cannot feel the Jell-
O, simulating the actual distance and removal present in cybersex. 
 
The title “Woo Me” works in two directions. On one hand, the kazooing or other noise-making 
into the microphone makes the viewers feel as though they are trying to woo the Jell-O into 
moving. But, perhaps more importantly, it is ultimately the viewers who are wooed and 
gratified by their somewhat exploitative interaction with the Jell-O. 
 
During the original performance, many viewers were intrigued and excitedly surprised by the 
sensation of feeling the Jell-O, especially those who did not recognize what the object in the 
Jell-O was at first. Many willingly yelled, sang, or kazooed into the mic. It did not stop there, 
however. Notably, multiple people displayed particularly violent behavior, such as slapping the 
Jell-O. One viewer was seen sticking their fingers deep inside of the Jell-O. By the time the open 
studio had closed, the Jell-O was partially destroyed, with chunks missing. This demonstrates a 
tamer version of violence that can easily be imparted through such a removed “sexual” act. 
 
The performance did not stop there. After the show, the destroyed Jell-O was brought home 
and left sitting out for a few days, during which it sprouted mold, turning the somewhat sterile 
project into something disgustingly organic and alien. I personally found it quite beautiful and 
relevant to themes of misuse, waste, and decay in sexual settings. 
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The performance officially ended when the moldy Jell-O was thrown away (though the vibrator 
was too valuable to toss and will be saved for possibly a later piece of art). 
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Course Evaluation Sohin Hwang

* Numeric Course Evaluation: 4.3/5.0

 

• Numeric Instructor Evaluation: 3.9/5.0 
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• Written Evaluation by Question [next page]



VES 161 FAS Course Evaluations, Comments
Spring 2019

Page 2 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

What were the strengths of this course? Please be
specific and use concrete examples where possible.

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

I LOVED this class. It was super fascinating and a great exploration of a somewhat more experimental area of the art world. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  4 (very good)

This course taught a very unique perspective on both performance art and algorithms and technology. It taught me examples of
performance that questioned my perception of common technology and learning from computer science. It helped to enable me
to create my own performances that explore algorithms. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

introduced to some really cool algorithmic art and occasionally participated in eye-opening activities 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

Open ended, a lot of freedom to develop own ideas and projects. Interesting set of readings. Only two important graded milestones,
midterm performance and final performance. Visits to museums are also great! 



VES 161 FAS Course Evaluations, Comments
Spring 2019

Page 3 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

How could this course be improved? Please use concrete
examples where possible and provide constructive suggestions.

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

Some of the readings were very dense, and given my lack of knowledge in the math/computer science world, some of the readings
were hard to understand. I would have liked if we made more smaller pieces of art on a week to week basis, rather than spending
so much time working towards the midterm/final (like the first time we had to bring in an object and spent 2 hours making a piece.
More things like that would've been useful.) 

Evaluate the course overall.:  4 (very good)

Expectations for the student performances could be clearer. An explicit rubric might be helpful, not as an ultimate grading
technique, but simply to show students the basic axes for which their performances (and performances generally are judged).
Maybe such a framework doesn't exist or maybe it would be too reductionist. However, I think it would be helpful when dissecting
and discussing examples of algorithmic performance, to explicitly connect it to what would be expected of us in the course context. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

The course lost a lot of steam about a month in. The last half of the course was mostly sitting and discussing readings/example art
for most of class. Little to no time to actually produce art during class. Little help given with projects. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

Very unclear objective/purpose of the course, in general it seemed it was put together last minute. Discussions are very abstract
and it's easy to lose track of the thread of conversation. 



VES 161 FAS Course Evaluations, Comments
Spring 2019

Page 4 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

Course materials (readings, audio-visual materials,
textbooks, lab manuals, website, etc.) — Add Comments?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)
Course materials (readings, audio-visual materials, textbooks, lab manuals, website, etc.):  5 (excellent)

all readings posted online 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)
Course materials (readings, audio-visual materials, textbooks, lab manuals, website, etc.):  3 (good)

Readings are very interesting, although the selection seems pretty random 



VES 161 FAS Course Evaluations, Comments
Spring 2019

Page 5 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

Assignments (exams, essays, problem sets,
language homework, etc.) — Add Comments?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)
Assignments (exams, essays, problem sets, language homework, etc.):  3 (good)

The homework was very light, though the readings were often very dense/philosophical and it was clear no one really understood
what they meant 



VES 161 FAS Course Evaluations, Comments
Spring 2019

Page 6 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

Feedback you received on work you produced in this course — Add Comments?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)
Feedback you received on work you produced in this course:  5 (excellent)

The feedback we got in class was great. Perhaps something to add would be either 1 on 1 meetings after the midterm and final
or more detailed written feedback after presenting our art. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  4 (very good)
Feedback you received on work you produced in this course:  4 (very good)

In class discussion was helpful for getting feedback, but it would also be nice to receive formal feedback on assignments in a
written form from instructors. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)
Feedback you received on work you produced in this course:  3 (good)

The only feedback I got in the class was the 10 minute discussion after the midterm and final performance, which was helpful
but also kind of nebulous 



VES 161 FAS Course Evaluations, Comments
Spring 2019

Page 7 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

In your opinion, what preparation or
background is necessary to take this course?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

you don't need to know things about algorithms but you do have to be open to learning about math concepts. also you need to be
willing to do sorta weird art-things. At the end of the day, this is a VES class based in performance and not a math class. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  4 (very good)

Knowing about performance art generally would be very helpful. I had some background in film courses but it was not very
relevant. Knowledge of algorithms and computer science is not needed, but it could be a good source of inspiration. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

an interest in either computer or art 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

No 



VES 161 FAS Course Evaluations, Comments
Spring 2019

Page 8 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

What would you like to tell future students about this class?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

This class is great and a lot of fun. This is a great class for non-math people!! Anyone interested in making art or performing
should take this class!! 

Evaluate the course overall.:  4 (very good)

This was a very fun course that challenged my conceptions of not only performance but also algorithms and technology. Very
good discussions of performance in class, and also the performance assignments were fun. There is not a lot of guidance for what
exactly is expected or how anything should be done, so be prepared to think a lot about the work you are doing and how you
are going to execute your ideas. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

I have mixed feelings about this class. On one hand, it was a cool opportunity for me, as someone without any technical art skills,
to learn about the intersection of technology, math, and art. Towards the beginning of the class, we did some really fun activities
and performances, and were introduced to a lot of thought-provoking art. That said, it felt as though little planning went into the
second half of the course. We spent the four hour long class discussing the readings (which were often very dense and nebulous
and seemingly unrelated to the class) and then looking up art online. Often they would run out of things to show us and people
would suggest things, which lead us down strange rabbit holes (and sometimes watching a boring half our video on a strange art
piece). I thought coming into this class that it would be significantly more hands on. While know I now more about contemporary
artists using technology, I'm still not sure how to myself. We produced our own art for our midterm and final performances, but
these were thrown together last minute with little guidance from the teachers. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

Open ended course, a lot of freedom to develop own ideas and projects. Interesting set of readings. Only two important graded
milestones, midterm performance and final performance. Visits to museums are also great! However, the objective/purpose of
the course is unclear, in general it seemed it was put together last minute. Discussions are very abstract and it's easy to lose track
of the thread of conversation. 
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Page 9 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

What did you learn? How did this course change you?

Course

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)

Ultimately, I am interested in people and relationships, and this class provided a very interesting opportunity for me to make art that
explores people and relationships in a new way than anything I've made before. The idea of allowing for creativity within a clear
set of rules is fascinating and has a lot of potential. Also I really like the final project that I made and I want to explore it further! 

Evaluate the course overall.:  4 (very good)

This course gave me a strong foundational knowledge of performance art, but it also helped to shape my performance of algorithms
and technology. It helped me to avoid seeing algorithms only in terms of correctness or efficiency but as an art and performance
in and of itself. Helped to explore diffeent connections between seemingly disparate fields. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

I learned about contemporary artists who use media and technology in their pieces. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)

I don't think I learned much other than about artists we discussed. 
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Page 10 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

Please comment on this person's teaching.

Hwang, Sohin

Evaluate the course overall.:  5 (excellent)
Evaluate your Instructor overall.:  5 (excellent)

I loved the teaching style of this class. I think Sohin does a great job of creating an environment where all sorts of styles and
interests can be explored. While a class that is 4+ hours long seems daunting, most weeks the time flew by. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  4 (very good)
Evaluate your Instructor overall.:  5 (excellent)

Sohin Hwang was a great professor! She always had an interesting selection of readings and was very good at generating discussion
to expose the deeper connections and relate it to the work that we would be doing. Very nice and friendly too! Really interesting
to see her past work and how it related to the course. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)
Evaluate your Instructor overall.:  4 (very good)

Sohin is an enthusiastic teacher who clearly is knowledgable and interested in the topic. That said, she could have given more
organization and guidance to the class. 
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Page 11 of 11
[ 2020-01-06T14:56:58.54-05:00 ]

Please comment on your Section Leader's teaching.

Vavarella, Emilio

Evaluate the course overall.:  4 (very good)
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.:  5 (excellent)

Emilio was a great section leader, who provided a unique and interesting perspective on all of the course material. He helped
to expose unseen connections and also facilitate further discussion among the students. His work history helped to provide new
inspiration on the subject, and it was always interesting to hear his stories about algorithmic performance and performance art
generally. 

Evaluate the course overall.:  3 (good)
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.:  4 (very good)

Emilio is a lovely person and a really interesting artist. He felt like more of a friend to me during the class than a teacher, which
is okay but also I wish he took more charge is organizing and planning class. 


